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The acollinearity of hadrons belonging to back-to-back jets in e+e- annihilation is 

investigated in the framework of QCD. The approach is based on the evolution equations for 

fragmentation functions, and it takes into account the non-perturbative intrinsic transverse 
momentum. The results are compared with recent data, and satisfactory agreement is obtained. 

1. Introduction 

The PLUTO collaboration [l] has recently measured the two-particle acollinear- 

ity distributions of charged hadrons in e +e- annihilation at different energies 

Q = 7.7-31.6 GeV. In this paper we investigate the effects of soft gluon emission 

on these distributions, when the hadrons belong to opposite jets. Our approach is 

based on the evolution equations for the fragmentation functions D,“(x, k,, Q2) for 

parton a into parton b (with energy fraction x and transverse momentum k, 

relative to a). They have been derived by Bassetto et al. [2] in the leading 

logarithmic approximation (LLA) of QCD. By solving these equations one obtains 

the k, dependence by summing the emission of partons in the soft limit to all 

orders of perturbation theory. This resummed QCD perturbation theory has been 
applied to transverse momentum spectra first by Parisi and Petronzio [3]. We 

include the fragmentation of partons into hadrons by assuming that at the end of 

the hard QCD evolution process each parton transforms independently into hadrons 

[4, 51. Therefore, within the framework of perturbative QCD the parton into 

hadron fragmentation functions D,h(x, k,, Q2) for finite Q2 can only be calculated 

in terms of those at some value of Q,‘, where one either has to use data directly, or 

some parametrization in agreement with data. This procedure takes into account 

the intrinsic non-perturbative transverse momentum of hadrons fragmenting from 

partons. 

The results of our calculations are compared with the data of ref. [l]. We also 

perform a comparison with the predictions of (i) the parton model (with Q2 
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independent fragmentation functions), (ii) the leading double logarithmic ap- 

proximation, first discussed by Dokshitser et al. [4, 61, and (iii) the lowest-order 

perturbative calculation [7]. 

2. The acollinearity distribution and the evolution equations 

When two hadrons belonging to back-to-back jets are observed inclusively in 

e+e- annihilation, they originate from a quark q and an antiquark q which are 

initially produced from a virtual photon of mass Q. The probability distribution for 

a quark which decays into a hadron h with energy fraction x and transverse 

momentum k, relative to that quark is denoted by Dqh(x, k,, Q’). Using planar 

gauges in QCD one can apply (in LLA) the same probabilistic interpretation as in 

the parton model [4]. Consequently the cross section for the considered hadron 

production is expressed by a product of D-functions, 

1 da h,h, I - = - 
o dxadx,d2p, x e,2 s 

d*k,, d’k, S( pT - kTa/x, - km/x,) 

9 

xezDqha(x,,kTa, q Q2)D~b(+,JG,~ Q') + b+$) > 

(1) 

where e, is the quark charge and pT is the (scaled) relative transverse momentum of 

the hadrons h, and h,. 

In the experiment of ref. [I] the energy-weighted distribution as a function of the 

acollinearity angle 8 is measured. We therefore define the following distribution, 

which is normalized to one: 

dw 

dsin2 16’ 
2 

1 da h,h, 
~,dx,x,,dx~- 

e dx,dx,dsin2f8 ’ 
(2) 

In the following we only consider small angles 0 for which the relation 

p; N Q2 sin* i ~9 holds. 

In terms of the moments of the distributions Dg” defined by the Fourier-Mellin 

transform [2] 

d&b, Q') =i’dxx”-’ / d*k,exp(-ik,*b/x)D,h(x,k,,Q2), (3) 
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the cross-section equation (2) together with eq. (I), becomes 

where Jo is the Bessel function of the first kind. In order to evaluate this expression 

one has to know the Q2 dependence of the moments di for all impact parameters 

6. For this purpose we first use the evolution equations for quark and gluons, as 

they are derived in ref. [2] in LLA by summing dressed ladder diagrams [4]. The 

equations read for n > 1, 

~d,b(,,b,Q2)=~2:I’drr”~‘P’(;)dp(n,b/z,Q2)5, 
c 0 

(5) 

with t = ln(Q’/A’), c*.,(t) = 4a/(&t), & = 11 - f n, for n, flavors, and (a, b, c) = q 

or gluon g. The functions P,’ are the Altarelli-Parisi densities [8]. The reason for the 

formulation in the impact parameter space is the following: the transverse momen- 

tum k, of the final parton b is the sum of the transverse momenta of the partons 

which are emitted during the jet evolution. The emitted partons are not forced to 

have transverse momenta less than Ik, 1, as it is the case in the leading double 

logarithmic approximation [3, 41. 

As a next step we incorporate phenomenologically the hadronization of quarks 

and gluons. We assume that the fragmentation functions D,“(x, k,, Q2) for a = q or 

g into h are obtained from the distributions 0,” by the following convolution: 

The theoretically unknown functions L?t are independent of Q2 and are supposed 

to describe the limited transverse momentum of h with respect to b. They are 

assumed to satisfy the following relation due to the requirement of energy con- 

servation: 

d2k,_&~(x,k,) = 1. (7) 
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As already mentioned before the ansatz, eq. (6) assumes an independent hadroniza- 

tion of the parton b. It is generally applied for the k, integrated fragmentation 

functions [4]. As a consequence of eq. (6) it follows that the moments d,h(n, b, Q2) 

obey the same evolution equations as the moments d,b, except that in eq. (5) the 

constituent b is replaced by the hadron h. 

In order to proceed we define in the standard way [9] the non-singlet moments 

qi # qi, and the singlet moments 

d,h(.,b,Q2) = 2d;,(n,btQ2). 
i= 1 

The case b = 0, i.e., the moments of the k, integrated fragmentation functions, is 

discussed in ref. [lo]. The Q2 evolution of dks is then given by 

where 

1 +z2 
Pq,=cF - ( 1 l-z +’ 

+=;. 

As proposed in ref. [2], this equation can be solved approximately by first splitting 

the r.h.s. into two parts, 

~‘dzz._%,(z)d;,(n,b,Q2) +l’dzz”lP,(z) 

- d;,(n,b, Q') , 
1 

(8’) 

and second by putting z = 1 in all slowly varying expressions of the second term. 

Then the r.h.s. of eq. (8) reduces to 

gd;,(n,b,Q2) ~‘dzz”-lP~,(r)+~‘dz(I _2f:&o(Qb'=)- I) . 1 
(9) 
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The parameter E’ in the singular function (1 - z + &‘)-I is introduced in order to 

keep track of the planar gauge chosen in our problem. With this approximation 

only the soft gluon emission is taken into account in the second term; it is 

independent in impact parameter space, as it is the case for the soft photon 

emission in QED [3]. The first term in eq. (9) is responsible for the scale-breaking 

behaviour of the k, integrated fragmentation functions. From eqs. (8), (9) one 

obtains the solution 

where 

~=~ln~,(Q,‘)/~S(Q’). n ~ldzz”-‘P,(z). /tNs = 
0 0 

The non-singlet form factor Fqq [2] is given by 

with 

f,(~)=4&~~&(1 -J,(q)), E=E’b*k*/q. (11’) 

The coupled moment equations for dsh and d,h read, when the same approximations 

as above [eq. (9)] are performed, 

(12) 
with the standard notation for the anomalous dimensions A,, and cA = 3 [9, lo]. A 

convenient method to diagonalize this system is to use the Pauli matrices u and to 

rewrite eq. (12) symbolically as 

$W) = (Ao(t)n+A(t).u)(d(t>) 2 (13) 

which has the solution 

l:(Ao(t’)ll +A(t’).a)dt’ (d(Q). 1 (13’) 
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By expanding the exponential and using 

explicit solution of eq. (12) is obtained: 

Soft &on emission 

the properties of the Pauli matrices the 

(1 - (y,)eA.+s + a, eAis &(eAJS - eAT’) 

yn(eA” S _ eATS) ’ (14) 
% e 

A”“+(l -a,)eAis 

where 

A’ = ; 
( 

y,” + y,” ? [( y,” - y,“)’ + 8n,A34:q] “2), 

Y,T=A?-~/~; = dkz_!i.___ a (k2) 
k2 f,(bk), 

gg _ - y,p=A, 2 %(k2) cA lQ2dk ___ 
2773 Q; 

k2 f,(bk), 

A,+ -Y," 2n,Afq A= 
a, = 

A,+ -A, ’ P,= - A,+ -A, ’ Y”=fJgL (15) 

For b = 0 this solution coincides with the one of ref. [IO]. 
In a recent paper by Amati et al. [l l] it is conjectured that the evolution 

equations given by eq. (5) are to be modified, since the right choice of the argument 

of the running coupling constant is c~,(Q’z(l - z)) instead of a,(Q2). By resealing 

the argument of (Y, large corrections due to phase space constraints are resumed. 

When one adopts this point of view the eqs. (lo)-(15) have to be changed 

accordingly: the expression [eq. (1 l)] 

I” Q2dkC-- a (k2) 
Qi 

k2 f,(bk)> 

is replaced by 

(16) 

where the infrared cut-off Q& has to be introduced, with a,(Qh2)/27r~ 1 [I I]. The 

corresponding modifications of the anomalous dimensions A,, which appear mainly 
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for large n, will be neglected, since we are only interested in the moments for n = 2 

[eq. (4)l. 
After having solved the evolution equations for di,s in terms of initial values at 

some Qi, we are now in the position to evaluate dw/d sin’; 19 given by eq. (4). 

Because of the implicit gauge dependence of the factorized ansatz in eq. (4) and of 

the solutions for the moments d[s the gauge parameter E has to be fixed*. In the 

light-like gauge one can put F+O for the quark line and correspondingly E+ cc for 

the antiquark line [12], i.e., the soft gluons are then only emitted from the initial 

quark. With respect to the input functions C, d&(n = 2,b, Q,‘) we simplify the 

following discussion and numerical analysis by assuming that they are independent 

of the species of the constituents, namely 

Zdqh(n=2,b,Q~)=~d,“(n=2,b,e,Z)3d(b,Q~)’ 

h 
(17) 

For a parametrization of d(b, Q,‘) we use the following fragmentation function of 

quarks into hadrons: 

(1 -x)’ 2exp(-2kr/(kr)) 
2 D,h(x,k,) = 3---- 
h X 

dW* ’ 

(18) 

This ansatz should describe fairly well inclusive hadron spectra in e +e - annihila- 

tion in the energy range for which clean two-jets events are observed. Since the 

three-jet structure starts to emerge around Q N lo- 15 GeV [ 131, the reference 

energy Q, should be taken below these energies. For our calculations we choose 

Q, = 9.4 GeV. In the data for e +e --+hadrons a correlation of the x and k, 

dependence (seagull effect) is observed [ 141. Because of the energy weighting in the 

acollinearity distribution [eq. (2)] we therefore expect that the effective (kT) in eq. 

(18) has to be larger than the standard value of 0.35 GeV/c. We approximate (kT) 

by (kT(x)) at XN (x) -0.2, which is the average energy fraction of the data of 

ref. [l]. From measurements [ 141 of (k:(x)) we estimate (kT(x-0.2)) ~0.45-0.50 

GeV/c at Q0 = 9.4 GeV. From the transform eq. (3) and from eq. (18) we obtain 

the input function in the impact parameter space: 

d(b,Q;) =d(6=b(k,)) 

b 
-6g+8K3+(1 -8B)dz. (19) 

At i= 0 the function d equals one, and for large & it decreases like d-6-j. 

l For the result given in eq. (23) below the independence on the gauge parameter can be explicitly 

checked. 
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Fig. 1. The dependence of dw/d(sin* 4 8) on B at Q = 30 GeV. (a) The solid curve shows the result of 

our QCD calculation [eq. (20)], the dashed one results from the parton model [eq. (21)]. (b) The solid 
curve is the same as in (a), the dashed one follows from the modified evolution equations of ref. [ 111 
with eq. (16) and Qh = 1 GeV. The dashed-dotted curve shows the QED-like result dwQED/d(sin2 { 0) of 

eq. (23). 

The final result of our approach for the energy-weighted acollinearity cross 

section is given by 

dw ~=fSo”d(be)bpJ,(bpsinfe)(d(b.Q~))* 
d sinZLB 

2 

x[(l -u,-~)enp(a:r)+(a,+~)exp(a;s)], (20) 

where the terms in the square bracket are to be evaluated at E = 0. The numerical 

evaluation of this expression at Q = 30 GeV is plotted in fig. la (with A = 0.5 GeV 

and (kr) = 0.5 GeV/c). The acollinearity distribution which follows from the 

modified evolution equations of ref. [ 111 is shown in fig. lb, where the expression 

given by eq. (16) with a cut-off mass of Qb = 1 GeV is used. When compared with 

the result of eq. (20), no significant differences can be observed. 

3. Discussion of the result 

In order to discuss the significance of the different factors in eq. (20) we now 

investigate a sequence of approximations. When the coefficients AyS, A?, Ajg, and 
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Ag‘J are put to zero, eq. (20) becomes 

dwform 
~=~~md(bQ)bQ~~(bQsin~b)(d(b,Q~))2F,,(Q2,Q~~b). (21) 
dsin*le ’ o 

2 

We have checked that these cross sections, eqs. (20), (21), are numerically the same 

in the PETBA energy range. It means that the soft gluon emission from quarks 

dominates dw/d sin* i 8 at these energies. 

The form factor F,, in eq. (21) is damping the integrand in the region of large b; 

therefore, the effect of the soft gluon emission for Q > Q, shows up mainly at small 

angles of 0. In fig. la we compare dw/d sin* f 0 at Q = 30 GeV with the result of 

parton model (F,, E l), 

d w Pafi‘Jn 

-=1-/“d(bQ)bQJ,(bQsinfe)(d(b,Qz))*. 
dsin*‘B 2 o 

2 

(22) 

Indeed it can be observed that for small 05 lo-15”, dw/dsin*i B from eq. (20) 

predicts less events than the parton model. 

A QED-like result can be derived from the expression eq. (21) when one takes 

(11,(k*) = (Y, = const., d(b, Qf) = 1 and Q, = 0. It reads 

dwQED --=~/umd(bQ)bQJ,,(bQsinf8)exp 
d sin*% 

2 

- ?cx~~““$ ln y(l -Jo(q)) . 1 
(23) 

This expression has been examined in detail by Parisi and Petronzio [3] in the 

context of the Drell-Yan process. It is a result of the summation of real and virtual 

soft gluons to all orders in perturbation theory. The main features of eq. (23) are 

that it scales and that it does not vanish at 0 = 0. There is a non-vanishing 

probability of compensating the transverse momenta of the emitted gluons such 

that the quarks remain undeflected. 

Figs. lb and 2a show the prediction of dwQED/d sin2 i B with CX, evaluated at 

Q = 30 GeV, 01, = 0.184. By comparing this QED result with dw/d sin* i B [eq. (20)] 

one can see from fig. lb that these two distributions are rather different for B 5 15”. 

It means that the effects due to the intrinsic transverse momentum (kr) ~0.50 

GeV/c are still present at Q = 30 GeV. Therefore, at this energy, the acollinearity 

distribution is not given exclusively by the form factor Fqq. Instead one has to go to 

rather high energies Q, larger than 500 GeV, such that at small 0 dw/d sin* f 8 

becomes numerically insensitive to the input function d(b, Q,‘). This can be 

deduced by looking, e.g., at the integrand of eq. (21): at a fixed value of (be) # 0 

the dominant contribution will be due to Fqq when the function d(b, Q,‘), which 
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Fig. 2. The dependence of dw/d(sin * ’ 8) on 19 at Q = 30 GeV. (a) The solid curve is the QED-like 2 
result of eq. (23), the dashed one is the leading double logarithmic approximation dwS”d*“‘/d(sin2 f 8) 
of eq. (24). (b) The solid curve is calculated from dws”d*“‘/d(sin2 f 6’) [eq. (24)], which is compared 
with the lowest-order calculation for the qq term of eq. (27) (dashed curve) and for the qg term of eq. 

(28) (dashed-dotted curve). 

depends on b(k,) [eq. (19)], approaches one for large Q. Actually this approach is 

very slow. 

The leading double logarithmic approximation of dwQED d sin2 $8 with / 
(Y, ln2 0 > 1, 1 a, In 8 1 < 1 and (Y, < 1 is extensively discussed in the recent literature 

[4, 6, 12, 151. In this limit all the soft gluons are confined into a cone of opening 

angle 0. The angular distribution is expressed in terms of a Sudakov-type form 

factor FSudakov: 

d+,,Sudakov d 

d sin210 
= ~ ~sudakov(Sin~o) , 

2 
d sin218 

2 

where 

Fsudakov( sin I- 0) = exp 
2 

[ 

- %a, ln2(sin2f8)] 

In contrast to eq. (23) dwSudakov/d sir? i B vanishes for 19+0, but its peak value 

(- exp( 7r/2a,c,)) at sin; 8 N exp[ - ~/2a,c,] is very near to 8 N 0. This is shown in 

fig. 2a, where one also observes that except for 0 < 2” dwQED / d sin’ f 8 and 

dwSudakov/d sin2 i 8 give almost identical results. 

(24) 

(25) 

The leading contributions considered above can be compared with the exact, but 

lowest order perturbative result [7]. The acollinearity distribution to order CX, and 
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for 8 # 0 is given by two terms where either the qq or the qg pair define the 

acollinearity, 

= dwq4 ~ dwgg dw>Pert 

dsin’@ dsin’i8 dsin’i8 ’ 
(26) 

where 

dw“q a 
---= ~[ln(sin2~0)($--$)-~+~+$], (27) 
d sin2+e gcF sin2i(j 

and 

dwqg a, ! ln(sin’f8) 2(3-[)(l-2()+7+ 1 536’ - 123E + 78 ~~--_c 

dsin2Le 271 F 
2 

ts sin2%3 
2 ! 

6c4 ’ 

(28) 

with 6 = cos2i 8. These two contributions are plotted in fig. 2b. It is evident that 

the leading infrared singularity, which is present in the qq term for e-+0, disap- 

pears, when all orders of perturbation theory are summed. Furthermore fig. 2b 

indicates that the qq and qg term become of the same size already for 0- 20”. 

Therefore, we may estimate that only for B < 20” is the emission of soft gluons as 

treated in all the above equations really the dominant mechanism-besides the 

intrinsic k, effects-for giving rise to acollinear opposite-side hadrons. 

4. Comparison with data 

In fig. 3 the results of our approach [eq. (20)] including the Q2 dependence are 

compared to the data for (l/o) da/d8 of the PLUTO collaboration [l]. We plot 

dw/d8 at two different energies Q = 9.4 and 30 GeV. Because of the small-angle 

approximations throughout the derivations we cannot predict the size correctly; 

therefore, considering the region B Q 30”, we normalize the theoretical distributions 

to the experimental ones in this interval. At Q = Q, = 9.4 GeV, dw/de [eq. (20)] 

coincides with the input given by the parton model dwparton/de [eq. (22)], which 

correctly describes the shape of the measured (l/o)da/de with (kr) = 500 

MeV/c. At the highest available energy Q= 30 GeV, dw/de and dwparto”/d8 

behave differently in the interesting region of B < 30”. Fig. 3b shows that dw/de 

gives a better description of the data, which are not so strongly peaked as 

dwParton/de. Indeed the agreement is satisfactory [ 161. One may therefore conclude 

that the data give evidence for the QCD expectation that opposite-side hadrons 

become more acollinear at small angles 0 with increasing energy due to the multiple 

emission of soft gluons. 
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Fig. 3. The dependence of (l/o)do/d0 on 6’ (a) at 9.4 GeV and (b) at 30 GeV. The data points are 
taken from ref. [ 11. The dashed curves show the result for the parton model [eq. (22)], the solid curve is 

the result of our QCD calculation [eq. (20)]. 
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